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Abstract
Notice boards are seen as a means of disseminating useful information but challenges arise when
there is need to update this information. In this paper, we present the development of an SMS
controlled E-notice board which can be updated automatically and remotely. The system was
implemented using a GSM Module IC controlled by a Microcontroller and an LCD display. The
GSM module receives the message to be displayed as SMS, then transmits the message through
the COM port to the microcontroller to validate the SMS and then displays the message on the
LCD display. The results from the testing show that the E-notice board performs excellently on the
various test conducted although there are some challenges that can be taken as further research.
Keywords: Automated system, E-notice board, GSM module, Microcontroller, SMS

1

Introduction

The possibility of sending messages through GSM has tremendously changed the way we communicate.
Short or long messages can now be sent wirelessly from one end to the other remotely. The opportunity
present by this can be harnessed using a microcontroller with a GSM Module to control a display board
remotely by sending SMS to the GSM Module to display messages on a display board. According
to [17], the simple tasks involved in displaying a message on a digital notice board may be terribly
cumbersome and typically needs technical skills.
Using GSM mobile for displaying SMS on LCD notice board through wireless communication have
been used in many ways [1, 2, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17]. By using GSM networks, it is possible to
decode the received SMS on the mobile phone to function in a particular way as necessary.
The adverts nowadays are going digital with the advent of LCD and LED display board. The big
shops and the shopping centers today use digital displays. Also, in trains and buses stations, information
for commuters is displayed on digital boards. People are now adapted to the idea of the world at its
finger-tips.
As noted in [1], GSM systems operate at different frequency bands. For 2G, GSM networks operate
in 900MHz or 1800MHz bands while most 3G networks operate in 2100MHz frequency band. With
the alliance of microcontroller, GSM module could be further used for some of the very innovative
applications including, GSM based home security system, GSM based robot control, GSM based DC
motor controller, GSM based stepper motor controller, etc.
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The GSM modem is a class of wireless MODEM devices that are designed for communication between
a computer and GSM network [4]. It requires a SIM (Subscriber Identity Module) card just like mobile
phones to activate communication with the network. They need AT commands, for interacting with
processor or controller, which are communicated through serial communication. These commands
are sent by the controller/processor. The MODEM sends back a result after it receives a command.
Different AT commands supported by the MODEM can be sent by the processor/controller/computer
to interact with the GSM and GPRS cellular network [4].
Specifically, GSM/GPRS module (Figure 1) assembles a GSM/GPRS modem with standard communication interfaces like RS-232 (Serial Port), USB etc., so that it can be easily interfaced with a
computer or a microprocessor/microcontroller based system [4]. This interfacing enables the module to
be useful in many GSM network enabled applications.

Figure 1: A GSM/GPRS Module Architecture
Source: [4]

According to [3], a GSM modem can also be a standard GSM mobile phone with the appropriate
cable and software driver to connect to a serial port or USB port on the computer. But GSM module is
usually preferable to a GSM mobile phone even if the former can perform the same operation. The GSM
module has a wide range of applications in transaction terminals, supply chain management, security
applications, weather stations and GPRS mode remote data logging among many others.
The remaining part of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 highlighted some related works to
this study; Section 3 explains the material and methods used. Section 4 discusses the results obtained,
while Section 5 concludes the paper.

2

Related Works

In the work of [1], a multiuser SMS Based Wireless Electronic Notice Board, the work is aimed at
displaying notices in colleges on electronic notice board by sending messages in form of SMS through
mobile phone. It is a wireless transmission system which has very fewer errors and maintenance. The
hardware board contains microcontroller AT89C52 at the heart of the system. The microcontroller is
interfaced with GSM Modem via MAX232 level converter. It is used to convert RS232 voltage levels
to TTL voltage levels and vice versa. The hardware also has a 64K EEPROM chip AT24C64. This
EEPROM is used to store the timings and messages to be displayed. It also contains a real time
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clock DS1307 to maintain and track the circuit time. A 16x2 Character LCD display is attached
to the microcontroller for display. They propose a multicast SMS architecture over their backbone
network. The circuit simulation indicates that the proposed approach has optimal efficiency by adjusting
parameters, and the proposed architecture efficiently provides self-routing capability and multicast
functionality in their cellular back-bone network. The study also provides further insight on the issues
of multicast wireless cellular backbone network and demonstrates a referable methodology to propose
and analyze a multicast cellular backbone network, which can promote the technology of personal
communication network.
The user interface and the efficiency of mobile device network have been seen as the main concerns in
the design of mobile device enabled application. In [1, 2, 9], the design uses single layered touch screen
based user interface. Unlike conventional multi-layered user interface, a single-layered user interface
will make the user interface more user-friendly with smaller size. The memory requirements can be
further reduced by implementing it in low-level languages. After design and implementation of the user
interface, they integrate the user interface with the hardware of mobile devices through serial port with
the help of AT commands. The current trend of increasing instant messaging (IM) use and its potential
growth motivate their study. It offers a novel exploration of users? preferences for IM in the context
of the use of other traditional and new communication media: face-to-face, telephone, email, and short
messaging service (SMS) in two distinct cultures: Australia and China. It examines the impact of
demographics, media experience, media richness perception, and national culture on media preferences.
Their results, based on a student survey conducted in the two countries, show that women prefer IM
for communication activities that require more attention and personal presence and prefer email for
communication activities that require less personal presence. Communication technology experience
may predict the adoption of new technology, such as IM and SMS, but has no effect on media that
are already widely adopted, such as email. Email was clustered with face-to-face and telephone as the
most preferred media for any communication activity, while IM and SMS clustered together and were
the least preferred media for communication. After controlling for demographics and media experience,
it was found out that significant cultural differences in IM, telephone, and email preferences. Chinese
preferred to use IM and telephone, while Australians preferred to use email. The cultural impact on
technology use is persistent.
In [6], it was shown that display boards are one of the major communications media for mass media.
They were able to also prove that local language can be added as a variation in the project by using
graphics and other decoding techniques. They further show that the design saves time, energy and
hence environment by reducing the cost of printing and photocopying as information can be display to
a large number of people via GSM network.
It was also shown in [5] that, introducing the concept of wireless technology in the field of communication, we can make our communication more efficient and faster, with greater efficiency messages can
be displayed with fewer errors and maintenance. Other works of note can also be found in [8, 11, 14].

3

Material and Method

The main problem that prompts us to undergo this research work was the inability of display boards
in most places particularly tertiary institution to be easily updated. This work seeks to eliminate this
challenge by allowing for easy update of notice board electronically via GSM Network. The message
that is to be displayed is sent through an SMS from a mobile phone to the authorized SIM in the
GSM module. The microcontroller receives the SMS from the authorized transmitter, validates the
sending Mobile Identification Number (MIN) and displays the desired information on the Liquid Crystal
Display (LCD) which serves as the notice board. The core components used are:
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• 18F26K22 microcontroller
• GSM module
• Power supply
• 16x2 LCD display
• SIM (MTN Nigeria)

Figure 2: Block diagram of the E-notice Board
The diagram as shown in Figure 2 presents the block diagram of the system which shows the architecture of the system.
The circuit diagram presented in Figure 3 shows the connection between the LCD display and
Microcontroller. Also in Figure 4, the procedure for the operation of the system is shown in a flowchart.
The flowchart explains the step-by-step operation of the E-notice board. First, the incoming message
is checked if valid, i.e. it’s from a valid source. If this is true, the message is displayed otherwise, it is
rejected and keep displaying the old message.

4

Results and Discussion

The implementation of the design passed all the necessary design test conducted. Each stage in the
development process was tested and evaluated in reference to the existing setup. This test shows that
the system performs relatively well as compared to the existing system. The functionality was further
confirmed by sending messages to the display and each messages having authenticated to be valid was
displayed.
The prototype of the complete system is shown in Figure 5. In the figure, the system enclosure was
opened showing the interconnection between the various component. Figure 6 shows the neatly coupled
E-notice board prototype.
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Figure 3: Circuit diagram showing LCD connection with the microcontroller

5

Conclusions

The development of the e-notice board shows how the use of GSM technology can be applied to enhance
the functionality and flexibility of a modern notice board. Although the design can only display 60
characters due to the size of the LCD display used, it can be extended to a bigger display using the
same technology. The design proves to be cost-effective by taking the advantages of the inexpensive
components used. The area noted for further research is the enhancement of the design using a bigger
electronics display board.
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Abstract
We show that the anonymous certificateless authentication scheme [IEEE TIFS, 9(12), 2014,
2327-2339] is very vulnerable to denial-of-service (DoS) attacks, because it does not develop a
mechanism to help an application provider to verify the validity of a service request. A malicious
attacker can launch massive requests without being detected. We would like to stress that anonymity
and certificateless property could not be acquired concurrently. We think the availability should be
put first above all else when one designs a cryptographic scheme.
Keywords: Anonymity; Availability; Certificateless Cryptography; Denial-of-service Attack

1

Introduction

In computing, a denial-of-service (DoS) attack is an attempt to make a machine or network resource
unavailable to its intended users, such as to temporarily or indefinitely interrupt or suspend services
of a host connected to the Internet. Harassing calls and malicious calls attacks which can be easily
launched and hidden, are the most serious problems. The scale of DoS attacks has continued to rise
over recent years.
Certificateless cryptography [1] is a variant of ID-based cryptography [5,11,21,23] in order to prevent
the key escrow problem. Its key generation process is split between the key generation center (KGC)
and the user. Notice that in certificateless cryptography the identity information no longer forms the
entire public key. That is, the user’s public key is not discoverable from only the user’s identity string
and the KGC’s public key. Thus, the user’s public key must be published by himself. Naturally, the
method of distributing the user’s public key does not have to be secure. The identity string and the
KGC’s public key can be used to verify that the obtained public key belongs to the identity string.
Key-replacement attack against certificateless cryptographic schemes is broadly adopted by [13, 14,
15,18,19,20]. In certificateless cryptography, it is still a challenge to efficiently form basic trust between
communicating entities.
Anonymity is used to describe situations where the acting person’s name is unknown. Its important
idea is that a person could be non-identifiable, unreachable or untrackable. Hsien et al. [8, 9, 12, 16, 17]
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studied the problems of public auditing and attribute-based access control with user revocation in the
scenario of cloud computing.
Very recently, Xiong [24] has proposed an anonymous certificateless remote authentication scheme.
In this note, we remark that the scheme is very vulnerable to DoS attacks. In the scheme an application provider cannot distinguish between the spoofed requests and legitimate requests. So, the victim
responds to the spoofed requests as it normally would do. The weakness makes the scheme lose its
availability entirely.

2

Review of Xiong’s Scheme

The scheme involves three entities: the wireless body area networks (WBAN) client, the application
provider (AP) and the network manager (NM). All clients are equipped with certain terminals, i.e.,
wearable sensors, biosensor and portable medical device, which are preloaded with public parameters
and registered with the NM before they can access the medical services provided by AP. An application
provider represents a medical institution such as a hospital or a clinic, which is also preloaded with
public parameters and registered with the NM.
The scheme [24] can be briefly described as follows.
Initialization. NM sets the system public parameters as
{Fp , E/Fp , G, P, Ppub , H1 , H2 , H3 , H4 , MAC(·) (·)},
and sets the master secret key as x. We refer to the original [24] for the details.
AP-Registration. An AP with identity IDAP picks a secret value xIDAP ∈ Z∗p and sets his public
key as upkIDAP = xIDAP P. Upon receiving this AP’s identity IDAP and the public key upkIDAP ,
NM picks rIDAP ∈ Z∗p , computes
RIDAP
hIDAP
sIDAP

=
=
=

rIDAP P,
H1 (IDAP kRIDAP kupkIDAP ),
rIDAP + hIDAP x,

and returns the partial private key (sIDAP , RIDAP ) to this AP secretly.
Client-Registration. A client with the real identity IDR selects an pseudo-identity IDC , picks a secret
value xIDC ∈ Z∗p and sets his public key as upkIDC = xIDC P. Upon receiving the client’s real
identity IDR , pseudo-identity IDC and the public key upkIDC , NM picks rIDC ∈ Z∗p , computes
RIDC

=

rIDC P,

hIDC

=

H1 (IDC kRIDC kupkIDC ),

sIDC

=

rIDC + hIDC x,

and returns the partial private key (sIDC , RIDC ) and a group of {IDAP ,
upkIDAP , RIDAP } for different APs to this client secretly.
Authentication. It consists of the following steps.
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Request. A client associated with the pseudo-identity IDC picks a ∈ Z∗p and computes TA = aP .
Pick the time tc ∈ {0, 1}l2 at the terminal, and compute
r
C1
C2

=
=
=

H2 (IDC , upkIDC , RIDC , TA , tc ),
rP
H3 (r(upkIDAP + RIDAP + H1 (IDAP kRIDAP kupkIDAP )Ppub ))
⊕(IDC kupkIDC kRIDC kTA ktc ).

Send a service request message (C1 , C2 ) to the target AP.
Response. Upon receiving (C1 , C2 ), the requested AP performs the following steps to authenticate the requesting client.
Step 1. Compute
IDC kupkIDC kRIDC kTA ktc = H3 ((xIDAP + sIDAP )C1 ) ⊕ C2 .
Step 2. Check the freshness of tc and
?

H2 (IDC , upkIDC , RIDC , TA , tc )P = C1 .
Step 3. Pick b ∈ Z∗p , compute
TB
1
KAP
−C

=
=

key

=

2
bP, KAP
−C = bTA ,
sIDAP TA + xIDAP TA + b · upkIDC
+b(RIDC + H1 (IDC kRIDC kupkIDC )Ppub ),
¡
¢
1
2
H4 IDC , IDAP , upkIDC , upkIDAP , RIDC , RIDAP , TA , TB , KAP
−C , KAP −C .

Step 4. Return (MACkey (TB ), TB ) to the client.
Key-Extraction. See the original description in [24].

3

Cryptanalysis of Xiong’s Scheme

3.1

On Three Kinds of Public Information

In public-key cryptography, public parameters play an essential role. The public parameters bound to
a cryptographic system are called system’s public parameters, which can be shared by all users in the
system. The public parameters bound to a special user are called user’s public key, which can be used
to authenticate the source of data.
Notice that in order to bind one public key to an entity, it is usual to introduce a trusted third
party (TTP) who is generally assumed to be honest and fair. TTP is responsible for issuing public key
certificates. However, TTP has no access to the secret or private keys of users.
Before creating a public-key certificate for Alice, TTP must take appropriate measures to verify the
identity of Alice and that the public key to be certificated actually belongs to Alice. To this end, it is
conventional that Alice has to appear before the TTP with a passport as proof of identity, and submit
her public key along with evidence that she knows the corresponding private key [22]. Explicitly, a
user’s public key satisfies:
• It must be authenticated and issued by a certification authority.
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• It should be easily verified and accessible to any user.
• It should be repeatedly usable in the life duration because the cost to generate and distribute a
user’s public key is somewhat expensive.
Some literatures have confused user’s public key with user’s public parameters. Strictly speaking,
user’s public parameters are issued by the user himself. These parameters could be unauthentic, but
can be repeatedly used.
Table 1: Comparisons of different public information
ID number

user’ public key

user’s public parameters

simple, easy to remember,
associated with a certificate issued
by some government department for daily use
complex, hard to remember,
associated with a certificate issued
by some social institute for cryptographic use
complex, hard to remember,
published directly by a user for cryptographic use

Identity-based cryptography [23] aims to simplify the authentication of public key by merely using an
identity string as a certain user’s public key. In common identity-based cryptosystem [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10],
there is a trusted party, called the private key generator (PKG), who generates the secret key for each
user’s identity. As the PKG generates and holds the secret key for all users, a complete trust must be
placed on the PKG. We refer to Table 1 for the comparisons of different public information.

3.2

On Three Kinds of Cryptography

In a public-key system, a participator has to authenticate the legitimation of the invoked public key.
The verification relies on a public key infrastructure (PKI) which vouches for the connection between
the intended receiver’s identity and a particular public key.
Identity-based encryption removes the need for a PKI, replacing it with the need for PKG for assigning
all users’ private keys. In 2003, Al-Riyami and Paterson [1] put forth a new primitive, certificateless
cryptography, that avoids the drawbacks of both traditional public-key cryptography and identity-based
cryptography. See Table 2 for the comparisons of three kinds of cryptography.
We here would like to stress that in certificateless cryptography [13,14,15,18], the invoked ID number
must be legitimate. Actually, the credibility of the invoked ID number originates just from its associated
certificate, which is issued by the relevant government department, such as passport issuing authority.
This means the so-called certificateless cryptography is not totally certificateless. It has to make use of
the certificate associated to a certain ID in order to build trust. Some researchers have misunderstood
the essence and proposed several false attacks against certificateless cryptography by replacing users’
IDs optionally.

3.3

Xiong’s Scheme is Vulnerable to DoS Attacks

Xiong’s scheme is an anonymous certificateless authentication one. It satisfies:
Anonymity. A client is not forced to invoke his true ID number when he sends a request to the
application provider AP.
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Table 2: Comparisons of three kinds of cryptography
public-key
cryptography

ID-based
cryptography
invoked,
certificate-checking
for a fresh ID number

ID number
——
user’s public
key/parameters
secret key

invoked,
certificate-checking,
for a fresh public key
set by the user,
exclusive

certificateless
cryptography
invoked,
certificate-checking
for a fresh ID number
invoked,
no certificate-checking
for public parameters
partially assigned by
some social institute,
partially exclusive

——
totally assigned by
some social institute,
nonexclusive

Certificateless. The invoked user’s public parameters are not certified when AP responds to an anonymous request.
It is easy to find that an application provider cannot immediately authenticate the validity and source
of a service request. A malicious adversary can launch massive requests in order to make an application
provider unavailable to its legitimate users. What makes it more serious is that the adversary’s malicious
behaviors cannot be detected by the victim and the network manager.
We now describe a possible attack launched by an outer adversary as follows. The adversary generates
c chooses two random elements in G and sets them as the public parameters
an pseudo-identity ID,
upkID
c , RID
c respectively. For the target AP with the public parameter {IDAP , upkIDAP , RIDAP }, the
adversary picks a random T ∈ G and the time b
t ∈ {0, 1}l2 at the terminal, and computes
r
b1
C
b2
C

=

c upk c , R c , T, b
H2 (ID,
t),
ID
ID

=
=

rP,
H3 (r(upkIDAP + RIDAP + H1 (IDAP kRIDAP
c
b
kupkIDAP )Ppub )) ⊕ (IDkupk
c kR c kT kt).
ID

ID

b1 , C
b2 ) to the target AP.
Send the request message (C
The request will pass the AP’s checking process. In fact,
b1 ) ⊕ C
b2
H3 ((xIDAP + sIDAP )C
=

b1 ) ⊕ C
b2
H3 ((xIDAP + rIDAP + hIDAP x)C

=

b2
H3 (r(xIDAP P + rIDAP P + hIDAP xP )) ⊕ C
c
b
IDkupk
c kR c kT kt

=
Moreover,

ID

ID

c upk c , R c , T, b
b1 .
H2 (ID,
t)P = C
ID
ID

All in all, AP cannot recognize the spoofed request and will respond to it as normally do.
It claims that Xiong’s scheme can provide mutual authentication, session key establishment and
nonrepudiation. Particularly, the real identity of the requesting client cannot be revealed by anyone.
We want to point out that the function that a patient can anonymously access a clinic is double-edged.
It protects the client’s privacy perfectly, but puts the clinic in jeopardy.
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Conclusion

We show that anonymity and certificateless property could not be acquired concurrently because application providers cannot verify the validity of requests. We would like to stress that one must carefully
evaluate the design objectives in order to ensure the availability of a cryptographic system.
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Abstract
Cloud computing is an emerging computing technology that enter many fields due to its benefits;
which are the high speed in processing as it depends on parallel computing, high storage capacity,
and high speed of data transfer. In GIS, when dealing with raster data, the main obstacles are the
data size- a characteristic of raster data- and the need for long processing time. By benefiting of
Cloud computing, GIS raster data model used easily without worrying about its obstacles. This
paper highlights the recent researches that relates the integration of GIS and private Cloud computing model through studying the published papers related to this area. Our review effort led to
that the cloud computing service model in all studies was Platform as a Service (PaaS), studies
conducted are in its preliminary stages, and these studies had different point of interest; storage processing - an attempt to develop a Software as a Service (SaaS) for civil engineering sector.
Keywords: Cloud Computing; GIS; Private Cloud Computing

1

Introduction

One of the rising computing technology nowadays is Cloud computing. Cloud computing, according
to National Institute of Standards and Technology NIST, “is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks,
servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal
management effort or service provider interaction” [3].
A Geographic Information System (GIS) enable us to visualize, question, analyze, and interpret data
to understand relationships, patterns, and trends. GIS benefits organizations of all sizes and in almost
every industry. The interest and the awareness in the value of GIS is growing [8]. Data is considered
the backbone of any information system. In GIS, data are represented in two models, vector and raster
data models. Vector model represents the world as a collection of coordinates connected with line or
arcs, while raster model represents the world as a grid of pixels. The main issues when dealing with
the raster model is the data size and the time needed for processing its data. By benefitting from
Cloud computing, we can use easily the raster data model. In this paper, we try to identify the recent
findings in the area of integrating GIS with private Cloud computing model. A systematic literature
reviews were conducted based on a structure search process. The keywords ”GIS” and ”private cloud”
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were used and the search was limited to ABI/INFORM database Computer Science Index - ProQuest
computing, Applied Science & Technology Source - EBSCO, and Google scholar.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of Cloud computing and GIS. The
details of the review process is presented in Section 3. In Section 4 the results of the review is presented
and discussed. Section 5 presents the conclusion of this study.

2

Cloud Computing and GIS

This section is divided into two subsections. The first is for an overview of Cloud computing technology
and the second is about GIS.

2.1

Overview of Cloud Computing

One of the recent rising computing technology is Cloud computing. Cloud computing, according to
National Institute of Standards and Technology NIST, “is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks,
servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal
management effort or service provider interaction” [3, 14] (See Figure 1).

Figure 1: Cloud computing
The cloud model is composed of five essential characteristics, three service models, and four deployment models [14].
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Essential Characteristics

1) On-demand self-service. A consumer/tenant can alter his computing capabilities (e.g., server time
and network storage) from the service provider as needed automatically without the need of any
support.
2) Broad network access. Cloud resource can be accessed through different device types (e.g., mobile
phones, tablets, laptops, and workstations) and from various locations.
3) Resource pooling. The Cloud computing resources (e.g., storage, processing, memory, and network
bandwidth) are pooled to serve multiple consumers/tenants either physical or virtual. These
resources can be adjusted to suit the needs of every consumer, and the consumer does not need
to know the exact location of resources provided.
4) Rapid elasticity. (scalable services). For the consumer/tenant, the resources available for provisioning often seems unlimited and can be obtained in any quantity at any time.
5) Measured service. Cloud provider automatically measure, monitor, and control the use of cloud
resource (e.g., storage used, processing used, bandwidth consumed, and active user accounts) for
different reasons (e.g. billing, effective use of resources, and overall predictive planning).
2.1.2

Service Models

Cloud computing services are divided into three service models, namely: Infrastructure as a Service,
Platform as a Service, and Software as a Service, these three models conform the Cloud computing
stack (See Figure 2):
1) Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): In this service model, the consumer/tenant is capable to provision different cloud resources (e.g. processing, storage, networks, and other fundamental computing resources) and the consumer/tenant is able to deploy and run software system, which
can include operating systems and applications. The consumer/tenant only control the software system not the cloud infrastructure; and he possibly has a limited control some networking
components (e.g., host firewalls). Infrastructure services are the base layer of cloud computing
systems [3, 17].
2) Platform as a Service (PaaS): In this service model, the consumer/tenant is capable to deploy
onto the cloud infrastructure his applications that are supported by the provider technology. The
consumer/tenant only has control over his staff (the deployed applications, its settings) and does
not have control of the underlying cloud infrastructure [3].
3) Software as a Service (SaaS): In this service model, the consumer/tenant is to use the applications
offered by the cloud provider. The consumer/tenant only manages the setting of the applications
he uses [3].
2.1.3

Deployment Models

Cloud computing can be presented/deployed using four different models. Regardless of the service
model adopted in the cloud, the cloud can classified as Public, Private, Community, and Hybrid cloud
depending on the adopted deployment model (See Figure 3).
1) Public cloud: The cloud is hosted by a third party organization, and located off premise at multiple
locations outside the consumer organization. This cloud is ”made available in a pay-as-you-go
manner to the general public” [2]. Also, public cloud may be free.
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Figure 2: Cloud-computing stack [17]

2) Private cloud: The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for exclusive use by a single organization
serving multiple consumers (e.g., business units). The organization itself or a third party, or some
combination of them may manage the Private cloud, and it may be hosted on or off premises [3].
3) Community cloud: A specific community of organizations that have common concerns (e.g., mission, security requirements, policy, jurisdiction, and compliance considerations) provisions the
cloud infrastructure for exclusive use. One or more of the organizations in the community may
own, manage, and operate this model, or get a third party to perform these tasks, or some
combination of both, and it may exist on or off premises [3].
4) Hybrid cloud: The cloud infrastructure is a composition of two or more distinct cloud infrastructures (private, community, or public) that keep unique entities, though the clouds are bounded
together offering the benefits of multiple deployment models (e.g., cloud bursting for load balancing between clouds) [3, 4].
5) To sum up, Cloud Computing has five key characteristics (on-demand self-service; broad network
access; resource pooling; rapid elasticity; and measured service), three delivery models (SaaS -
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Figure 3: Cloud computing deployment types [16]

software as a service, PaaS - platform as a service, IaaS - infrastructure as a service), and four
deployment models (private, community, public, hybrid) [9] (See Figure 4).

2.2

GIS in Business

GIS is an integrated collection of computer software and data used to view and manage information
about geographic places, analyze spatial relationships, and model spatial processes. A GIS provides a
framework for gathering and organizing spatial data and related information so that it can be displayed
and analyzed [8]. Furthermore, GIS enables the geographic mapping of information such as the locations
of customers, competitors, suppliers, sales prospects, suppliers, and partners. GIS can be used for
site selection, trade area analysis, environmental analysis, sales territory design, and the targeting of
marketing [11].
The current market has huge amount of data. This data could be sales, inventory, retail, real estate,
insurance, or any other kind of information. Most of this business data is spatial data-that identifies the
geographic location of features and boundaries on Earth -. Therefore, business today depends on GIS
to analyze this data spatially. Business GIS and mapping have evolved into a formidable tool by which
corporate world can use spatial information to manage their business [6]. GIS is customized to the
business requirements, can improve the productivity of the business. Especially for companies trying
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Figure 4: Characteristics and types of cloud computing

to identify uncovered markets, GIS would efficiently assist in identification of new customers, optimize
media campaigns, cutting costs, finding new retail distribution centers, aligning sales territories to
utilize the sales force efficiently and monitoring business trends and performance spatially [10].
GIS includes a variety of advanced features in information processing, and its basic functionality is
data collection, management, processing, analysis and output. Relying on these basic functions, GIS
implements a variety of applications using spatial analysis, modeling, network technology, database and
data integration technology, and further development environment to meet the broad needs of users.
The emergence of cloud computing brings a new solution to massive data storage, data processing,
spatial analysis. Thanks to cloud computing, the needed massive data can be scheduled and processed
in parallel entirely within the cloud instead of being transferred on the network.

3

Methodology

In order to perform our overview of GIS and private cloud, a descriptive study was adopted by performing a systematic literature reviews that based on a structured search process. The key words ”GIS” and
”private cloud” were used and the search was limited to ABI/INFORM database Computer Science
Index - ProQuest computing, Applied Science & Technology Source - EBSCO, and Google scholar.
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Papers resulting from this search were investigated carefully to understand the current research areas
between GIS and private cloud. Next, the results, derived from our understanding, were discussed
leading to number of research questions.
Just four papers that form our search results that focus on both GIS and ”Private Cloud”. These
papers were published as follow: one paper in 2012, two papers in 2014, and one paper in 2015.

4

Results

Jun Chen et al. [7], discussed the internal private cloud framework and the design of distributed file
system under the LAN environment. Then they analyzed how to store image pyramids for raster data
in the distributed file system, and then proposed the Map/Reduce technology based on G/S mode
(G: geological data browser or grid browser, S: spatial information server), to achieve load-balancing
strategy for data download. This paper concentrated on the storage and the display of GIS raster data
in the framework of the private cloud. At the end of this study, they concluded that when data nodes
-in the private cloud- increase, the raster data download speeds continue to increase, until the flow
limit of the client network card. With this, they have proved the significance of private cloud store and
display raster data [7].
Ekkarat Boonchieng et al. [5] used GIS and Private Cloud to develop a smart phones software named
”SaraphiHealth” to collect medical data about the residents of a certain district in Thailand. They used
the PaaS service model of cloud computing by using the open source software ”OpenNode” to build
their private cloud. Then they developed their own software to collect the medical data. The focus in
this search was to collect medical data of residents from a developed software for both Android and
iOS platforms or from a web-based application, then generate different types of reports (tables, figures
and maps). Their work emphasized on the ability to benefit from integrating GIS with ”Private Cloud”
to add value to the business. That benefit was proven through the report generated from the system
that had a major benefit directly to the Saraphi District Hospital. Healthcare providers were able to
use the basic health data to provide a specific home healthcare service and to create health promotion
activities according to medical needs of the people in community [5].
In 2014, Fifth International Conference on Computing for Geospatial Research and Application,
Sang-Yong Kang and Young-Hoon Lee used GIS and ”private Cloud” with expert system software,
and Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) [13] software technology to support Civil Engineering design
process. They used the SaaS cloud service model to develop their system by uploading the software
using to a private cloud. They claimed that they developed the first harmonized application service
platform in mixing civil engineering and cloud computing area. Their system was called CEDP (Civil
Engineering Design support SaaS cloud Platform). The developed system collected a real-time field
survey data then sent it to the remote Geo-cloud platform. The Expert software analyzed the collected
data to draw the Civil Engineering survey line automatically in the CEDP platform. After that the
basic design drawings were drawn. The GIS map receives the result immediately. Therefore, the future
view of the civil construction product can be viewed within a day [12].
Dejian Zhang et al. developed a prototype web-based decision support for watershed management
(DSS-WMRJ) [18] (See Figure 5).
DSS-WMRJ was based integration between Geoserver as a web-GIS tool, SWAT- Soil and Water
Assessment Tool- as a modelling component, and a private cloud adopting Hadoop [1]. The system was
organized in four tiers: the presentation tier, the proxy tier, the application tier, and the database and
model tier as in Figure 6.
Then, they generated a scenario that took about 111 minutes to finish in the series processing and
tested the developed system with that scenario. The developed system performed that scenario in about
5 minutes. Considering that, their private cloud consists of eight TaskTracker and each TaskTracker
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Figure 5: Main interface of DSS-WMRJ

was allowed to perform four tasks simultaneously. From these results, they concluded that the lowest
simulation time that could be achieved is about 2.14 minutes by using 23 TaskTrackers (See Figure 7).
They performed another test on their system by comparing it with a widely used SWAT (Soil Water Assessment Tool) auto-calibration tool (SWAT-CUP) [15], which operates on a PC. SWAT-CUP
took 97.9 min to finish 92 simulations, while their system only took 4.4 min when running on eight
TaskTrackers.
Therefore, they proved the significant of integrating private cloud capabilities to GIS software as
their proposed model simulation service substantially reduced the execution time by parallelizing the
model simulations.

5

Conclusion

Due to the importance and spread of GIS systems and the new emerging of cloud computing, this
research investigated the studies that had been performed in benefitting from cloud computing (private
cloud) capabilities to leverage the performance of GIS systems especially the systems that manipulate
raster data. A descriptive study was conducted to review the literature in GIS and private cloud. Using
ABI/INFORM database Computer Science Index -ProQuest computing, Applied Science & Technology
Source -EBSCO, and Google scholar search engine a search was conducted, and there were only four
studies found. A main discover from this study is that the integration between GIS and raster models
of GIS is in its earlier stage. All studies performed used the PaaS service model of the cloud computing
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Figure 6: The system architecture of decision support system for watershed management (DSS-WMRJ)

service models and offered their software to their customers. Only one study claimed to develop the
first CEDP SaaS service model of the cloud computing that relates to the use of GIS in the area of
Civil Engineering.
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Abstract
Multiprime RSA is a variant of RSA, where the modulus is the product of three or more prime
numbers. In this paper, we attack Multiprime RSA. Our attack assumes that many instances of
Multiprime RSA all use different moduli, but somehow all use the same secret exponent. Our attack
generalizes the existing attack on RSA by Hinek. We use lattice reduction techniques to recover
the bound for secret exponent.
Keywords: Lattices; Lattice Reduction; Multiprime RSA

1
1.1

Introduction
Multiprime RSA

RSA cryptosystem [1–8, 11, 13, 15–17] is most popular cryptosystem from its invention Multi Prime
RSA: Multi Prime RSA is a simple extension of RSA in which the modulus is the product of r distinct
primes. In this paper, we consider only balanced primes. If we arrange the primes in increasing order,
pi < p(i+1) for i = 1, 2, · · · , r, then we assume that 4 < 1/2N (1/r) < p1 < N (1/r) < pr < 2N (1/r) . The
key generation algorithm is same as the key generation algorithm for RSA except here we require r
distinct primes. As usual, the public and private key are defines as ed ≡ 1( mod φ(N )), where k is some
positive integer. As in RSA, one can replace φ(N ) with N − s. Expanding φ(N ), it follows that s can
be written as
s =
=

N − φ(N )
r
Y
N−
(pi − 1)
(i=1)

=

r
r
X
X
N
N
−
+
pi
(pi pj )

(i=1)

(i,j=1)

r
X
(i,j,k=1)

N
+ · · · + (−1)r .
(pi pj pk )

The above expression of s combined with the condition for balanced primes, an upper bound on s is
given by |s| < (2r − 1)N (1−1/r) .
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Thus, there are (r − 1)/r most significant bits are common in the φ(N ) and N , so N is a good
approximation for φ(N ).

1.2

Comparison Between RSA and Multiprime RSA

The encryption algorithm for multiprime RSA is same as the encryption algorithm for RSA. Given plain
text message m, the cipher text is calculated by c = me mod N . The decryption for multi prime RSA
is same as the decryption for RSA, if one consider the standard decryption. If decryption uses Chinese
remaindering theorem, the decryption algorithm for the multi prime RSA is the obvious extension to
the decryption algorithm for CRT-RSA. The efficiency of multi prime RSA depends on two issues.
First one is, the complexity of generating the r distinct primes is lower than the generating two distinct
primes for the original RSA. The second one is, if Chinese remaindering is used for the decryption, then
the decryption costs are lower than the decryption costs for CRT-RSA.

1.3

Breaking Multiprime RSA

If the factorization of modulus is known, then one can break the modulus. In RSA, it is sufficient to
recover the private exponent or to compute φ(N ) since there are polynomial time algorithms that can
factor the modulus given either of these. But there is a different issue for the multi prime RSA. There
are no polynomial time algorithms that can factor the modulus given the private exponent or φ(N ).
But if we know the multiple of φ(N ), the results of Miller can be used to probabilistically factor the
modulus. Also from ed ≡ 1 mod (φ(N )), knowing d is sufficient to obtain the private exponent in order
to (probabilistically) factor the modulus.
In this paper, we attack on the Multi prime RSA, if multi prime RSA is used in broadcast scenario.
That is, the same message broadcasts to several people with same private exponent but different moduli.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce some mathematical preliminaries,
In Section 3, we sketch the attack with justification. In Section 4, we provide some experimental results.

2
2.1

Terminology
Lattices

Let B = {b1 , b2 , · · · , bn } be set of n linearly independent vectors in Rm . The lattice generated by B is
Pn
→
−
the set L(B) = { (i=1) xi bi : xi ∈ Z}. That is, the set of all integer linear combinations of the basis
vectors. The set B is called basis and we can compactly represent it as an m × n matrix each column
of whose is a basis vector: B = [b1 , b2 , · · · , bn ]. The rank of the lattice is defined as rank(L) = n while
its dimension is defined as dim(L) = m. The volume (determinant) of a lattice denoted by vol(L), is
the n dimensional volume of the parallelepiped spanned by any of it bases. For full dimensional lattice
vol(L) = |det(B)|. Since lattice is discrete, there exists a smallest vector. The necessary condition for a
√
1
vector v to be a smallest vector in the lattice is ||v|| ≤ nvol(L) n , which is called Minkoswki’s bound.
This bound is useful as it allows for constructing the bounds on certain attacks. For good introduction
of lattices and their applications refer [12, 14].
Finding the shortest vector in the lattice is a hard problem. There are some approximation algorithms
to find a shortest vector in the lattice. Here we use the LLL algorithm, because it is well suited in the
most of the attacks in practice.
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Lattice Reduction

Lattice reduction is a problem to find the reduced basis of the given lattice. Reduced basis is the basis
of the lattice such that the vectors are near orthogonal. So many versions exist to find reduced basis,
but the one given by Lenstra, Lovasz, Lovasz is a special one, called LLL reduced. Because there exist
a polynomial time algorithm for this reduction called LLL algorithm. This problem is not only solving
the reduced problem, it also gives solution to the shortest vector problem in some extent.
Definition 1 (LLL Reduced). Let b1 , b2 , · · · , bn be a basis for a lattice and let b∗1 , b∗2 , · · · , b∗n be its GramSchimdt orthogonalization. The basis b1 , b2 , · · · , bn is said to be Lovaász-reduced or LLL-reduced, if the
Gram-Schimdt coefficients satisfy |µ(i,j) | ≤ 1/2 for 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n, and ||b∗i + µ(i,i−1) b∗i ||2 ≥ 43 ||b∗(i−1) ||2
for 1 < i ≤ n, or equivalently ||b∗i ||2 ≥ ( 34 − µ2(i,i−1) )||b∗(i−1) ||2 for 1 < i ≤ n.
A useful property of LLL reduced basis is that the bound for each vector depends on only the
dimension and the volume. The property stated as in [14]. Let L be a lattice spanned by linearly
independent vectors b1 , b2 , · · · , bn , where b1 , b2 , · · · , bn ∈ Rn . By b∗1 , b∗2 , · · · , b∗n , we denote the vectors
obtained by applying the Gram-Schimdt process to the vectors b1 , b2 , · · · , bn . It is known that given
basis b1 , b2 , · · · , bn of lattice L, LLL reduced find a new basis b1 , b2 , · · · , bn of L with the following
properties:
||b∗i ||2
||b1 ||

≤

2||b∗(i+1) ||2 ;

≤ 2(n/2) det(L)(1/n) ;

≤ 2(n/2) det(L)(1/(n−1)) .
Qw
The determinant of is defined as det(L) = (i=1) ||b∗i ||, where || denotes the Euclidean norm on
vectors. The LLL algorithm is the first algorithm to compute LLL reduced basis efficiently. For given
a m dimensional lattice with n dimensional lattice vectors the LLL algorithm has run time o(nm5 B 3 ),
where B is the bound on the bit length of the input basis vectors.
||b2 ||

2.3

Existing Attacks on Multiprime RSA

The most of the attacks on RSA can be generalized into Multi prime RSA. The first attack is the
Wiener attack, stated in [9].
Attack 1: Let N be an r-prime modulus with balanced primes, let e be a valid public exponent and
d be its corresponding private exponent. Given the public key (N, e), if the private exponent
N (1/r)
, then the modulus can be (probabilistically) factored in time polynomial
satisfies d ≤ (2k(2r−1))
in log N for every r ≥ 2.
The second attack is generalization Boneh-Durfee attack on RSA.
Attack 2: For every  > 0 and integer r ≥ 2 there exists an n0 such that, for every n > n0 , the following
holds: Let N be an n-bit r-prime RSA modulus with balanced primes, let e = N α be a valid public
exponent and let d = N δ be its corresponding p
private exponent. Given the public key (N, e), if
1
the private exponent satisfies δ ≤ 3r
(4r − 1 − 2 (r − 1)(r − 1 + 3αr)) − , then the modulus can
be (probabilistically) factored in time polynomial in n under some assumption. The above attacks
are for the single instance of Multiprime RSA. There are some attacks on Multiprime RSA by
considering the several instances of the same message. For example, common modulus attacks,
in which same message send to the different people with the same modulus. The encryption and
decryption exponents may be different. The second type is common private exponent attack, in
which same message send to the different people with the same private exponent but may be
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different moduli and different public exponents, called common private exponent attack. In this
paper, we consider the common private exponent attack on Multiprime RSA. The attack exists
in the case of RSA and it is stated in [10]. We mention the same here.
Attack 3: For any integer r ≥ 1, let N1 , N2 , · · · , Nr be balanced RSA moduli satisfying N1 < N2 <
· · · < Nr < 2N1 . Let (e, N1 ), · · · , (e, Nr ) be valid public RSA keys each with the same private
1
exponent d < Nrδr . If δr < 12 − 2(r+1)
− logNr (6), then all of the moduli can be factored in time
polynomial in log(Nr ) and r, under the some assumption. For the justification of above attack
please refer [10]. In the next section, we introduce the attack on Multi prime RSA and its proof.

3

Attack on Multiprime RSA

3.1

Attack

For any integer n ≥ 1, let N1 , N2 , · · · , Nn be balanced Multi prime RSA with r primes N1 < N2 <
N3 < · · · < Nn < 2N1 . Let (e1 , N1 ), · · · , (en , Nn ) be valid Multi prime RSA public keys each with the
n
same private exponent d < Nnδn . If δn < r(n+1)
− logNn (4r − 2), then all of the moduli can be factored
in time polynomial in log(Nn ) and n.

3.2

Justification
1−1/r

c. Given the n public keys (e1 , N1 ), · · · , (en , Nn ) and d is a secret exponent for all
Let M = bNn
instances. We begin by considering the n key equations, ei d = 1 + ki (Ni − si ) along with the trivial
equation dM = dM , written as
dM

=

dM

e1 d − N1 k2

=

1 − k1 s1

e2 d − N2 k2 = 1 − k2 s2
..
.
. · · · ..
en d − Nn kn

=

1 − kn sn .

The above system of equations can be written as xn Bn = vn , where xn = (d, k1 , k2 , · · · , kn ) and


M
e1
e2
···
en
 0 −N1
0
···
0 


 0
0
−N2 · · ·
0 
Bn = 

 ..
..
..
..
.. 
 .
.
.
.
. 
0
0
0
· · · −Nn
vn = (dM, 1 − k1 s1 , · · · , 1 − kn sn ).
The vector vr is an integer linear combination of the rows in the matrix Bn and hence is a vector in the
lattice L generated by the rows in Bn . Since Ni ≤ Nr < 2N1 , ki < d < Nnδn and |si | < (2r − 1)N 1−1/r
p
δ +1−1/r
for each i = 1, 2, · · · , n, so the vector vr satisfies ||vr || < 1 + n(2r − 1)2 Nnn
Since
||vr ||2

=

(dM )2 + (1 − k1 s1 )2 + · · · + (1 − kn sn )2

≤

(Nnδn +1−1/r )2 + (1 − Nnδn +1−1/r (2r − 1))2 + · · · + (1 − Nnδn +1−1/r (2r − 1))2

=

(Nnδn +1−1/r )2 + n(1 − Nnδn +1−1/r (2r − 1))2 (1 + (2r − 1)2 n)(Nnδn +1−1/r )2
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p
δ +1−1/r
So we have ||vr || < (1 + (2r − 1)2 n)(Nnn
), and that the volume of the lattice L, given by
Qn
1−1/r Q
vol(L) = |det(Bn )|, satisfies vol(L) = |M i=1 (−Ni )| = bNn
c ( i = 1)n Ni > (Nn /2)(n+1−1/r) .
From Minkowski’s
bound,
a
necessary
condition
for
the
vector
v
to
be a smallest vector in L is given
r
p
by ||vr || < (n + 1)vol(L)1/(n+1) . Using the bounds on the norm of the vector and the volume of the
lattice, a sufficient condition to hold is given by
p

(1 + (2r − 1)2 n)(Nnδn +1−1/r ) <

p

(n + 1)(

Nn (n+1−1/r)
) n+1 .
2

This implies, we have
Nnδn +1−1/r < cr (Nn /2)(n+1−1/r)/(n+1)
where
cr =

p

1

(n + 1)/(1 + (2r − 1)2 n)
2

n+1−1/r
n+1

>(

1
1
)( ).
2r − 1 2

Compare both sides, we get δn + 1 − 1r < n+1−1/r
− logNr (4r − 2). After simplification, we get
n+1
n
δn < r(n+1)
− logNn (4r − 2). When r = 2, the bound equals the bound in paper [10]. So when the
secret exponent is smaller than δn the vector vn has satisfied the Minkowski condition, be a smallest
vector in L. Once the vector vr is obtained we can easily factor all the moduli. From the vector
vr , one knows the secret exponent d, in turn one can compute all ki ’s by using the key equations
ki = (ei d − (1 − ki si ))/Ni . From ki and d, one can compute φ(Ni ) = ((ei d − 1))/ki . But unfortunately,
there are no deterministic algorithm to compute N from φ(N ), if N is a product of three or more
numbers. But there is probabilistic algorithm exists (MILLER-RABIN) to compute N from multiplies
of φ(N ).

3.3

Experiment

We experiment the above attack for three instances. Nowadays, the RSA modulus is 1024 bits. We
have used SAGE [18] for doing all these calculations. SAGE is freely available library. Three prime
numbers for first instance:
6782249115473301479860934781998946025937950413041213
356008546789157286634233311790115626404827023528453
7084744194090403239794293861446440061838524816853834
157533954737018090407412508042238507192729488148447
8283468323162452783011818008723783652632569943569787
508593486612416664768064854308634917469458300641893
The modulus for first instance:
3980247950243058401243698615396728611119297559768520
695572645927280948679742221358560108539147387672145
5746434097489726940858155275925156644720661899031031
522690868149669416945173654237687392100009851224373
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1954119056065582710154780722805904907071148681687475
673362851582112927479576695012270482243892047135463
Three prime numbers for second instance:
7112016950782513939301172150838079539230135679999340
432930882928796532218789384885663524476743197436939
4565359706261800235586539334646285991321427933608889
275210263010247136380569841822416543375070004144969
8316153309780533698216542357490673442538504203220461
981455565890736516986256830111465405685281007074759
The modulus for second instance:
2700164800762383548238989792096448123453203959676756
421370584710307069143336087323834665054768084857672
6636901769349674889016838942316143898411650895896357
722682461314710330128572111448604468952040247034828
5890303091007520440669270829884833458242141570600997
934491748273501275775301365373289773778866000841269
Three prime numbers for third instance:
7673016393834847941843640704678652781863359389660737
319442571552847363819488175152409712437263055468297
5377937762598075667499364718566642313937013965068651
966132665108749552319333790553717555089278142310147
5395342771000978217135825503436485980920045858078257
716039638576857698703568752771925132861090440121039
The modulus for third instance:
2226388443580189980267475930380569711871363604160786
505024146752022423699461394900237896180365281928686
8926856402008312979469194065931803571405154678409393
428008287143020782113965268621088147936991953030971
8853455860497497103437250790722599219470946672980313
102681290912136274611071861434179694093260525215701
Three Public exponents are:
3537696462947686474560092541384577100358586899102915
517881043631908384269507494307195562677701087700290
1921140746265206159324299005398887508559711938234015
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310500741998703833472546299858066626141602057853163
5308109008933276203679728495107812325549485871417366
930349231085723113959443386893863404314445906898291
2119793582905597408376302854193204396705586325089051
517217681564481829335135017685804292917335888246598
2883389358246566502277619747972818488039725499948416
842432981714327510908996095416699707520836670108868
9304160319616246259106477604741756147202782693272850
299066990031340778958229124744300299133384683262867
9214326962234346157232636108621562614756258379734978
899539837473864655669157559327263924932563098153763
0717332367652942964470071103121685572068347403827092
664257936996711466179189821591897255426658826384606
6663987418662932813667046547312332170293695173445553
88177641613190413419666492918374484131319070146963
The first value in the first row is
2309542821222233650603721891697875739820443719904888
661639426983506182215086103388029979298810386972233
405427450555885305243973015681879463104007864962159270845
16713273665520592898265646709529310696232183482168639488
The required private exponent is 1.54783815979006e61 Actually this is the secret exponent, we have
used in the beginning of the attack. We retrieved by using LLL algorithm. The attack uses the prime
numbers of the length 1024 bits with r = 3, 4. If the instances are more, then one can easily break the
system.

3.4

Practical Effectiveness

The above attack is only heuristic; the original value lies in the practice. Already we showed the
successful attack as toy example. We checked the random instances of Multi prime RSA with 1024 bits
moduli when a common private exponent is shared among different moduli in the range 2 ≤ n ≤ 10
and r = 3, 4. We use the SAGE Library for experimentation. We observe that, if more instances are
available, then one can easily break the system for for the values of r = 3, 4. We use LLL algorithm
from above library. The complexity of the attack is dominated by the LLL algorithm. The complexity
of the LLL algorithm is a polynomial time algorithm in size of the lattice and the exponential in size of
the entries in the lattice. Most of the times, we retrieved the actual value, but some times we get the
nearer value to the actual value. We have done some experiments for the size of the modulus 2048 also.
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Conclusion

We showed that Lattice methods can recover the secret exponent in a certain kind of ”Multi prime
RSA” setting. Our attack assumes that many instances of RSA all use different multi-prime moduli,
but somehow all use same secret exponent. In this scenario, we investigate about the smallness of the
secret exponent. If it is less than the above bound, then one can break the system. We also observe
that if the number of instances is increasing, then the breaking the system becomes easy. We use LLL
algorithm to attack this system. LLL algorithm has so many applications in the fields like cryptology,
Communications and Number theory.
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Abstract
The cryptographic primitive of private broadcast encryption introduced by Barth, Boneh and
Waters, is used to encrypt a message for several recipients while hiding the identities of the recipients. In BBW construction, a recipient has to first decrypt the received ciphertext in order to
extract the verification key for one-time signature. The recipient then uses the verification key to
check whether the ciphertext is malformed. The BBW construction did not consider that information delivered over a channel, especially over a broadcast channel, should be authenticated as to its
origin. We would like to stress that the conventional public key signature suffices to authenticate
data origin and filter out all malformed ciphertexts. We also discuss the disadvantages of the primitive of one-time signature used in BBW construction.
Keywords: Key Management; Man-in-middle Attack; One-time Signature; Private Broadcast Encryption

1

Introduction

Authentication is always a hot topic in network security. Various methods have been developed for this
or that application scenarios. For example, in 2017 Ling et al. [18] proposed one-time password authentication scheme for WSN. Tsai et al. [37] put forth a publicly verifiable authenticated encryption scheme
based on factoring and discrete logarithms. Ma [20] considered the problem of NFC communicationsbased mutual authentication for the Internet of things. Tbatou et al. [36] studied a mutuel Kerberos
authentication protocol for distributed systems. Hou and Wang [14] proposed a remote authentication
scheme from elliptic curve cryptosystem.
Cao et al. pointed out the flaws in some authentication scheme [7, 19]. Moon et al. [24] presented a
smart card based password authentication scheme.
In 2016, Maitra et al. [21] considered the problem of user authentication for hierarchical wireless
sensor networks without tamper-proof smart card. Sun and Chang [34] analyzed an authentication
scheme for access control in mobile pay-TV systems. Xie et al. [38] put forth a roaming authentication
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protocol for cloud-assisted body sensor networks. In the same year, Goswami and Ghoshal [13] suggested a method for imperceptible image authentication using wavelets. Chang et al. [8] presented an
anonymous and biometrics-based multi-server authentication scheme using smart cards. Aboshosha et
al. [1] proposed an authentication protocol based on machine-metrics and RC4-EA hashing.
The cryptographic primitive of broadcast encryption was formalized by Fiat and Naor [9], which
requires that the broadcaster encrypts a message such that a particular set of users can decrypt the
message sent over a broadcast channel. The Fiat-Naor broadcast encryption and the works [10, 11, 16,
32,33] use a combinatorial approach. This approach has to right the balance between the efficiency and
the number of colluders that the system is resistant to. Recently, Boneh et al. [6, 12] have constructed
some broadcast encrypt systems. In these systems, the public parameters must be updated to allow
more users.
In 2006, Barth, Boneh and Waters [2] put forth a new cryptographic primitive, private broadcast
encryption, which is used to encrypt a message to several recipients while hiding the identities of the
recipients. The primitive has many applications. For example, commercial sites can use it to protect
identities of customers because competitors might use this information for targeted advertising. Their
construction [2] is secure against an active attacker while achieving good efficiency. In the construction,
a recipient has to first decrypt the received ciphertext to extract the verification key for one-time
signature. He then uses the verification key to check whether the ciphertext is malformed. The authors
did not consider that information delivered over a channel, especially over a broadcast channel, should
be authenticated as to its origin. For example, in real life a listener must first authenticate the identity
of the broadcaster. It is unwise to decrypt the received message without authenticating its origin.
In this note, we would like to point out that BBW broadcast encryption scheme is somewhat impractical because it fails to develop a mechanism to authenticate data origin, while the data origin
authentication is very important to a broadcast encryption. We also remark that the conventional public key signature suffices to authenticate data origin and filter out all malformed ciphertexts. Besides,
we discuss the disadvantages of the primitive of one-time signature used in BBW construction.

2

Review of BBW Broadcast Encryption

The BBW private broadcast encryption uses a public key encryption that has key indistinguishability
under CCA attacks (IK-CCA) to encrypt the ciphertext component for each recipient. It then generates
a random signature and verification key for a one-time, strongly unforgeable signature scheme [17, 30].
It includes the verification key in each public key encryption and then signs the entire ciphertext with
the signing key.
Suppose that (Init, Gen, Enc, Dec) is a strongly-correct IK-CCA public key scheme, (Sig-Gen, Sig, Ver)
is a strongly existentially unforgeable signature scheme, and (E, D) are semantically secure symmetric
key encryption and decryption algorithms. The private broadcast encryption system can be described
as follows.
Setup: Given a security parameter λ, it generates global parameters I for the system. Return Init(λ).
Keygen: Given the global parameters I, it generates public-secret key pairs. For each user i, run
(pki , ski ) ← Gen(I), return (pki , ski ) and publish pki .
Encrypt: Given a set of public keys S = pk1 , · · · , pkn generated by Keygen(I) and a message M , it
generates a ciphertext C.
1) (vk, sk) ← Sig-Gen(λ).
2) Choose a random symmetric key K.
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3) For each pki ∈ S, ci ← Encpki (vk||K).
4) Let C1 be the concatenation of the ci , in random order.
5) C2 ← EK (M ).
6) σ ← Sigsk (C1 ||C2 ).
7) Return the ciphertext C = σ||C1 ||C2 .
Decrypt: Given a ciphertext C and a secret key ski , return M if the corresponding public key pki ∈ S,
where S is the set used to generate C. Decrypt can also return ⊥ if pki ∈
/ S or if C is malformed.
User i parses C as σ||C1 ||C2 and C1 = c1 || · · · ||cn . For each j ∈ {1, · · · , n}.
1) p ← Dec(ski , cj ).
2) If p is ⊥, then continue to the next j.
3) Otherwise, parse p as vk||K.
4) If Vervk (C1 ||C2 , σ), return M = DK (C2 ).

3

Analysis of BBW Broadcast Encryption

The BBW broadcast encryption scheme [2] can provide recipient privacy. But we find the construction
has the following drawbacks.
• The scheme assigns a pair of keys (pki , ski ) to each recipient i for public key encryption and
decryption. But it does not assign a pair of keys (pkB , skB ) to the broadcaster for public key
signature. The drawback leads the authors to not specify the procedure of data origin authentication. An intending recipient can extract the verification key to authenticate data origin only
after he successfully completes the procedure of public key decryption. That is to say, they adopt
the strategy of data origin authentication coming after public key decryption.
We want to stress that the construction is somewhat impractical because the data origin authentication is very important to a broadcast encryption. In real life, a listener must first authenticate
the identity of the broadcaster. The listener then decides whether to decrypt the broadcasted
message or not. It is unwise to decrypt the received message without authenticating its origin.
Indeed, the problem of SPAM is getting more and more serious, which has greatly affected our
normal daily life and the public communication environment.
• The main purpose of introducing the one-time signature in their construction is to ensure that
an adversary cannot extract a ciphertext component from the challenge ciphertext and use it in
another ciphertext because it will be unable to sign the new ciphertext under the same verification
key. Simply speaking, its purpose is to filter out the malformed ciphertexts. We should stress
that the conventional public key signature suffices to authenticate data origin and filter out the
malformed ciphertexts. It is unnecessary to introduce another mechanism to check the malformed
ciphertexts.
• The scheme specifies that the algorithm of Encrypt generates a random signature and verification
key for a one-time, strongly unforgeable signature scheme. It means that the broadcaster binds
his identity with the verification key by himself, not by a trusted third party. The description is
incorrect. We stress that the verification key for signature, even for one-time signature, must be
authenticated by a trusted third party. It should be easily accessible and publicly available to the
verifier. Otherwise, the signature scheme is vulnerable to man-in-the-middle attack.
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• In the original scheme, the sign ⊥ is unspecified. Thus, each recipient can not decide which cj
is intended for him. Only after vk is derived successfully and the verification Vervk (C1 ||C2 , σ)
passes, he can decide it. This incurs more cost because the recipient has to do the same number
of public key decryptions Dec(ski , cj ) as that of verifications Vervk (C1 ||C2 , σ).

4

An Improvement of BBW Broadcast Encryption

In this section, we propose an improvement of BBW broadcast encryption. See Table 1 for the description.
The basic idea behind the improvement is to assign a pair of keys (pkB , skB ) to the broadcaster
for public key signature. The setting makes it possible for a recipient to authenticate data origin first
of all. If it succeeds, he then proceeds to the public key decryption. The strategy can greatly reduce
a recipient’s computational cost because it successfully filters out all origin-unknown and malformed
ciphertexts.
Table 1: BBW broadcast encryption scheme and an improvement
BBW broadcast encryption scheme
Keygen: For each user i, return
(pki , ski ) for public key encryption.
Publish pki .

Encrypt: Choose one-time signature keys (vk, sk).
Pick a random symmetric key K.
For each pki ∈ S, ci ← Encpki (vk||K).
Let C1 be the concatenation of the ci ,
in random order.
C2 ← EK (M ), σ ← Sigsk (C1 ||C2 ).
Return C = σ||C1 ||C2 .
Decrypt: User i parses C as σ||C1 ||C2
and C1 = c1 || · · · ||cn .
For each j ∈ {1, · · · , n}, p ← Dec(ski , cj ).
If p is ⊥, then continue to the next j.
Otherwise, parse p as vk||K.
If Vervk (C1 ||C2 , σ), return M = DK (C2 ).

An improvement
Keygen: For each user i, return
(pki , ski ) for public key encryption.
Publish pki .
For the broadcaster, return (pkB , skB )
for public key signatures. Publish pkB .
Encrypt: Invoke (pkB , skB ).
Pick a random symmetric key K.
For each pki ∈ S, ci ← Encpki (pkB ||K).
Let C1 be the concatenation of the ci ,
in random order.
C2 ← EK (M ), σ ← SigskB (C1 ||C2 ).
Return C = σ||C1 ||C2 .
Decrypt: User i parses C as σ||C1 ||C2
and C1 = c1 || · · · ||cn .
If VerpkB (C1 ||C2 , σ) fails, return ⊥.
Otherwise, for each j ∈ {1, · · · , n}, p ← Dec(ski , cj ).
0
Parse p as pkB
||K 0 .
0
If pkB 6= pkB , then continue to the next j.
Otherwise, return M 0 = DK 0 (C2 ).

The Encryption algorithm computes
ci = Encpki (pkB ||K)
for each pki ∈ S. The added header pkB helps each user i to decide which component of the ciphertext
is intended for himself, because the probability of that the header of Dec(ski , cj ) equals to the header
of Dec(ski , ck ) is negligible, where j 6= k. Note that in the original scheme the sign ⊥ is unspecified.
For convenience, we suggest to introduce the header pkB for checking the intending receiver.
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The main difference between the original scheme and its improvement is that data origin authentication must come before public key decryption. In the original decryption algorithm, a user i has
to complete the procedure of public key decryption at first. He then extracts the verification key for
one-time signature to filter out malformed ciphertexts. As we pointed out before, the setting results in
that the original scheme is vulnerable to man-in-the-middle attack because the user i does not access
to the verification key through proper channels. To resist this trivial attack, we adopt the mechanism
of public key signature instead of one-time signature.

5

Further Discussions on One-time Signature

The primitive of one-time signature was invented by Lamport [17] in 1979. Each Lamport public key
can only be used to sign one single message, which means many keys have to be published if many
messages are to be signed. A hash tree can be used on those public keys, publishing the top hash of
the hash tree instead. But this increases the size of the resulting signature because parts of the hash
tree have to be included in the signature.
Researchers are familiar with one-time signature scheme presented by Merkle [22], which is based on
one-way functions, as opposed to trapdoor functions that are used in public key signatures. Bleichenbacher and Maurer [4, 5] had suggested one-time signatures based on acyclic graphs.
One-time signatures have been considered to be impractical because of complicated key management
and long signature size. Merkle [22, 23] introduced the method of tree authentication to alleviate the
problem of key management for a large number of one-time signatures. Rohatgi [29] proposed some
techniques to reduce the signature size. Perrig [26] introduced hash chains for key management. Reyzin
and Reyzin [28] introduced a one-time signature scheme that has faster signature and verification times
(for a single signature). This scheme was improved by Pieprzyk et al. [27]. The recent works of [3,15,35]
have improved Merkle’s hash-tree method.
The one-time signature presented by Zaverucha and Stinson [39] requires that PK size is of O(κn)
bits, where κ is the DL security parameter and n is the number of bits in the message to sign. Naor
et al. [25] suggest that when fast signatures are required, some one-time signatures can be a promising
alternative to the public-key signatures.
Although these one-time signatures are interesting, we would like to stress that the problem of efficient
key management for one-time signatures still remains open. This is due to that the cost to guarantee
the authenticity of a user’s public key is expensive in the scenario of Public Key Infrastructure (PKI for
short). In nature, PKI entails that a user’s public key should be repeatedly usable in the life duration.
This means the primitive of one-time signature is somewhat incompatible with PKI.
The conventional public key signatures are claimed to be vulnerable to quantum computers. But the
performances of current quantum computers, D-Wave One and D-Wave Two, mitigate the threat. In
May 2014, researchers [31] at UC Berkeley and IBM published a classical model explaining the D-Wave
machine’s observed behavior, suggesting that it may not be a quantum computer. Any predictions on
quantum computers have become more uncertain since the announcements of D-Wave systems. In the
current situation, we think that it is unnecessary to use one-time signatures to replace conventional
public key signatures.

6

Conclusion

In this paper we present an improvement of Barth-Boneh-Waters private broadcast encryption scheme.
We also discuss the disadvantages of one-time signature used in their construction and stress that the
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primitive is inappropriate for a broadcast system because of its complicated key management and long
signature size.
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Abstract
DNA cryptography is a new promising direction in cryptography research that emerged with the
evolution in DNA computing field. DNA can be used not only to store and transmit the information,
but also to perform computation. Although in its primitive stage, DNA cryptography is shown to be
very effective. In this the concept of DNA is being used in the encryption and decryption process.
This also proposes a unique cipher text generation procedure as well as a new key generation
procedure. This proposal wants to design a method which contains two rounds. For each round, we
secretly select a reference DNA sequence and a secret Key (SK). In the first round process, generate
a secured symmetric, a secretly selected DNA sequence S and cipher block chaining mode(CBC)a Conventional cryptography technique which generate a intermediate form of cipher text and in
the second round process, the intermediate form of cipher text converted into final cipher text(S)
using a reference DNA Sequences and convert this into faked DNA Sequence called human made
DNA Sequence(S’) so it will become a more complicated for intruder to extract original message
from faked DNA Sequence(S’) send this faked DNA Sequence to the receiver together with many
other DNA, or DNA-like sequences to the receiver.
Keywords: Encryption; Decryption; Key Generation; Cipher Text; DNA Cryptography

1
1.1

Introduction
Introduction to Cryptography

In the era of information technology, the possibility that the information stored in a person’s computer
or the information that are being transferred through network of computers or internet being read by
other people is very high. This causes a major concern for privacy, identity theft, electronic payments,
corporate security, military communications and many others. We need an efficient and simple way of
securing the electronic documents from being read or used by people other than who are authorized to do
it. Cryptography is a standard way of securing the electronic documents. Basic idea of Cryptography:
Basic idea of cryptography is to mumble-jumble the original message into something that is unreadable or to something that is readable but makes no sense of what the original message is. To retrieve
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the original message again, we have to transform the mumble-jumbled message back into the original
message again.

1.2

Basic Terminologies used in Cryptography

Data that can be read and understood without any special measures is called plaintext or clear text.
This is the message or data that has to be secured. The method of disguising plaintext in such a way as
to hide its substance is called encryption. Encrypting plaintext results in unreadable gibberish called
cipher text. You use encryption to ensure that information is hidden from anyone for whom it is not
intended, even those who can see the encrypted data. The process of reverting cipher text to its original
plaintext is called decryption.
Cryptography is the science of mathematics to encrypt and decrypt data. Cryptography enables us
to store sensitive information or transmit it across insecure networks like Internet so that no one else
other the intended recipient can read it. Cryptanalysis is the art of breaking Ciphers that is retrieving
the original message without knowing the proper key. Cryptography deals with all aspects of secure
messaging, authentication, digital signatures, electronic money, and other applications.
DNA is a small molecule that encodes genetic information which is very essential for execution
and growth of all organisms. DNA stands for Deoxyribo Nucleic Acid. DNA is a polymer made up of
monomers called Deoxyribo nucleotides [1]. Every nucleotide consists of three main parts: Deoxyribose,
sugar and phosphate group and a nitrogenous base. The nitrogenous bases are Adenine, Guanine,
Cytosine and Thymine (”A”, ”G”, ”C”, ”T”). DNA is formed by a double helix which is formed by
base pairs attached to a sugar-phosphate backbone.DNA (Deoxyribose Nucleic Acid) computing, also
known as molecular computing which is a new approach that provides parallel computation, developed
by Adleman. DNA computing was designed for solving a class of difficult computational problems
in which the computing time can grow exponentially with problem size (the ’NP- Complete’ or nondeterministic polynomial time complete problem). DNA computer is basically a collection of specially
selected DNA strand which all together will result in the solution to some problem, depending on the
nature of problem.

2

Review of International Status

For every living cell, DNA is a basic storage medium. Its main functionality is to absorb and transmit
the data of life for billions years. Near about 10 trillions of DNA molecules could fit into a space of a
marble size. Since all these molecules can process data simultaneously, theoretically, we can perform
massive parallel computations in a small space at one time. DNA computing is more generally known
as molecular computing. Computing with DNA offers a completely new paradigm for computation.
The main idea of computing with DNA is to encode data in a DNA strand form in order to simulate
arithmetical and logical operations. The main operation of DNA computing is called Synthesis, which
is a process of designing and restructuring information in DNA sequence form. In DNA computing,
designing and synthesizing information in the DNA sequence form is an important process where wrong
design might leads to wrong result.
There are large number of researcher groups that take an initiative to implement DNA concept
in the solutions of applications like cryptography, scheduling, clustering, encryption, forecasting and
even tried to employ it in signal and image processing application. On the other hand, some other
researchers in this field are working on proposing DNA algorithm employed in information security
technology. For example, Boneh et al. and Adleman et al. [5] have proposed a model to break a Data
Encryption Stan-dard(DES) as a alternative way for encryption data technology. DNA cryptography
has been proposed by Gehani et al. Kartalopoulos and Tanaka et al. as a new born cryptography
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field. Beside DNA cryptography and DES, there are some development in DNA Steganography and
DNA certification. Recently, DNA is employed as an intrusion detection model for computer and
telecommunication systems by Boukerche et al. Among all DNA computing models proposed in this
research area DNA certification is most matured and the application is most widely studied.
There are large number of researcher groups that take an initiative to implement DNA concept in the
solutions of 978142449190211$26.00 c 2011 IEEE applications like cryptography, scheduling, clustering,
encryption, forecasting and even tried to employ it in signal and image processing application. On the
other hand, some other researchers in this field are working on proposing DNA algorithm employed in
information security technology [4].
For example, Boneh et al. and Adleman et al. [5] have proposed a model to break a Data Encryption
Standard (DES) as a alternative way for encryption data technology. DNA cryptography has been
proposed by Gehani et al. [4], Kartalopoulos and Tanaka et al. as a newborn cryptography field. Beside
DNA cryptography and DES, there are some development in DNA steganography and DNA certification. Recently, DNA is employed as an intrusion detection model for computer and telecommunication
systems by Boukerche et al.. Among all DNA computing models proposed in this research area DNA
certification is most matured and the application is most widely studied.
Jin-Shiuh Taur et al. proposed a way referred to as Table Lookup Substitution methodology (TLSM)
that might double the capability of message activity. In TSLM, they need replaced the complementary
rule with a rule table. The key plan of the TLSM is to increase the 1-bit complementary rule into a
2-bit rule table so every conversion of letters will represent 2 bits of the secret message.
In the method by Cheng Guo, Shiu, the hiding procedure substitutes another letter for an existing
letter on a special location set by the algorithm. The embedding algorithm encompasses a conversion
operates that converts a given letter with a selected letter outlined by the complementary rule. For
example, if a complementary rule is outline as (AC)(CG)(GT)(TA), then the result of c(G) are going
to be T, and therefore the result of c(T) are going to be A. To boot, the substitution methodology can
convert the letter s into s (unchanged), c(s) and c (c (s)) once the secrete message is 0, 1 and no data,
respectively.
Mohammad Reza Abbasy, et al. proposed an information hiding methodology wherever data was
efficiently encoded and decoded following the properties of DNA sequence. Complementary combine
rules of DNA were employed in their methodology.
Kritika Gupta, Shailendra Singh has been projected a DNA Based Cryptological Techniques for
an encryption algorithm based on OTP (one-time-pad) that involve data encryption using traditional
mathematical operations and/or data manipulating DNA techniques. However once an encryption
algorithm has been applied and therefore the data is transmitted on the transmission media: there’s a
clear stage that the data, although within the cipher type gets manipulated by any interceptor. Snehal
Javheri, Rahul Kulkarni proposed an algorithmic program has two phases in consequence: these are
Primary Cipher text generation using exploitation substitution methodology followed by Final Cipher
text generation exploitation DNA digital secret writing.
In the Primary Cipher text generation phase, the coding algorithmic program uses OTP (one-timepad) key generation theme, since nearly one key for one piece of data is sufficient to supply voluminous
strength in coding technique. The projected methodology uses indiscriminately generated symmetrical
key of 8 bits size by the supposed receiver and provided to the sender. Therefore the sender can have
partial information of the personal key solely and so it generates the remainder part of the keys to
cipher the data.
The Byte values are extracted from the input data or message. The additional secret writing method
works on unsigned byte values of the input data or text referred to as plain text. These byte values
are replaced by combination of alphabets and special symbols exploitation substitution methodology.
And so this substitution worths are regenerate into its binary value. So as to embed lots of security
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additional bits are padded at each ends of the first cipher text. These additional bits are nothing
however the file size information that is provided to the receiver through key. So the secret key, the
data of primer pairs are shared between sender and receiver through the secret key channel. In the
DNA digital secret writing section, the Ultimate Cipher text is generated from Primary Cipher text
exploitation DNA digital encryption technique. From a process purpose of read, cannot process the
DNA molecules as in sort of alphabets, therefore the DNA sequence encryption is employed during this
methodology through that the binary knowledge is regenerate into DNA format and it’s vice versa.
Guangzhao Cui, Limin Qin, Yanfeng Wang, Xuncai Zhang [4] proposed a secrete writing theme by
exploitation the technologies of DNA synthesis, PCR amplification and DNA digital secrete writing
additionally because the theory of ancient cryptography. The supposed PCR two primer pairs was
used because the key of this theme that not severally designed by sender or receiver, however severally
designed by the entire cooperation of sender and receiver. This operation might increase the safety of
this secrete writing theme. The standard secretes writing methodology and DNA digital cryptography
is wont to preprocess to the plaintext. Through this preprocess operation will get fully different cipher
text from the identical plaintext, which might effectively stop attack from a potential word as PCR
primers. The quality of biological troublesome issues and cryptography computing difficulties give a
double security safeguards for the theme, and therefore the security analysis secrete writing theme has
high confidential strength. Ritu Gupta, Anchal Jain symmetric-key encoding algorithmic rule supported
the DNA approach is projected. The initial key sequence is enlarged to desire length victimization
projected key growth technique guided by the pseudo random sequence. The advantage is that there’s
no need to send an extended key over the channel. The variable key growth in encoding method
combined with DNA addition and complement makes the technique sufficiently secure. A DNA sequence
consists of four nucleic acid bases A (adenine), C (cytosine), G (guanine), T (thymine), wherever A
and T are complementary, and G and C are complementary. Also use C, T, A and G to denote 00,
01, 10, 11 (the corresponding decimal digits are −0123||). By victimization this encoding technique
every 8-bit component worth of the gray scale image is pictured as a nucleotide string of length four.
Reciprocally to decrypt the nucleotide string will get a binary sequence simply. In total 4! = 24 forms of
writing, there are only 8 of them will meet complementary rule , for instance, the decimal digits ?0123?
(the corresponding binary range is −00011011||) will be encoded in to one of them, like −CT AG||,
−CAT G||, −GAT C||, −GT AC||, −T CGA||, −T GCA||, −ACGT || or −AGCT ||. There are total six
legal complementary rules [?] that are as follows:
(AT )(T C)(CG)(GA),
(AT )(T G)(GC)(GA),
(AC)(CT )(T G)(GA),
(AC)(CG)(GT )(T A),
(AG)(GT )(T C)(CA),
(AG)(GC)(CT )(T A).
Any one of them for instance, (AG) (GC) (CT) (TA) is applied to projected methodology.

3

Review of National Status

Since security is one of the most important issues, evolve of cryptography and cryptographic analysis is
considered as the fields of on-going research. The latest development on this field is DNA cryptography.
It has emerged after the disclosure of computational ability of Deoxyribo Nucleic Acid (DNA). DNA
cryptography uses DNA as the computational tool along with several molecular techniques to manipulate
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it. Due to very high storage capacity of DNA, this field is becoming very promising. Currently it is in
the development phase and it requires a lot of work and research to reach a mature stage. By reviewing
all the potential and cutting edge technology of current research, this paper shows the directions that
need to be addressed further in the field of DNA cryptography.
Secure communication can be achieved by employing strong cryptography to ensure confidentiality
(nondisclosure of secret information), integrity (prevention of data alteration), authentication (proof
of identity), and non-repudiation (unique, non-contestable message origin). These goals can be accomplished through a combination of symmetric-key algorithms (e.g. AES, DES, RC4), public-key
algorithms (e.g. RSA, ECC), and cryptographic hash functions (e.g. MD5, SHA) [3]. In the recent
year few works on qualitative and quantitative analysis on DNA based Cryptography as well as many
new Cryptographic techniques were proposed by the researchers [1, 5, 3]. Bibhash Roy, et al. [3, 4, 2, 6]
proposed a DNA sequencing based encryption and decryption process. The authors propose a unique
cipher text generation procedure as well as a new key generation procedure. But the experimental
result shows that the encryption process requires high time complexity. This paper is enhanced from
our previous proposed work. This paper includes the procedures like public and private key generations;
encryption and decryption for secure data communication using DNA based digital encoding technique
in Mobile Adhoc Networks. This paper also shows the experimental result using Simulators and Emulators and proved to be far better technique as compared to other existing systems in terms of energy
consumption, Time of execution, Data Security. K. Menaka, proposed a data hiding method where the
algorithm first randomly selects a DNA sequence. The message to be encoded is then taken and each
letter in the faked DNA sequence. Each letter in the message is converted into its ASCII equivalent and
they are then converted into equivalent binary form. Each two digits in the converted binary sequence
are converted as per Table then, the message index position (first position of each letter) in the faked
DNA sequence is applied to each letter of the converted sequence. Each digit in the resultant sequence
is replaced with its equivalent three digit binary value and the equivalent alphabet value is replaced for
the binary value. For example, if they obtained binary value is 010 011 101 ..., then it will be replaced
as C D F ... where A has the value 000; B has 001 and so on. The resultant sequence of alphabets is
transmitted over to the receiver. In the receiver side, the reverse process is done in which the original
receiver knows the complementary rules and the randomly selected DNA sequence. The message to be
sent is then encoded with the fake DNA sequence.
Debnath Bhattacharyya [1] developed an algorithm for data encryption using DNA sequencing. In
their algorithm, they have used the concept of indexing the DNA Sequencing and transmitting the
message to the receiver. They have not used any complementary rules.
Ms. Amruta D. Umalkar with the quick development of new technology and data process technology, the knowledge is unremarkable transmitted via the net. The vital data in transmission is definitely
intercepted by unknown person or hacker. So as to reinforce the knowledge security, encryption becomes a vital analysis is direction. A message cryptography formula supported deoxyribonucleic acid
(Deoxyribo Nucleic Acid) sequence for presenting during this paper. The most purpose of this formula
is to write the message with the premise of complementary rules deoxyribonucleic acid sequence.

4

Importance of the Proposal in the Context of Current Status

The current scenario is such that the assurance of security in large open networks has become the need
of the hour. With increase in the rate of crimes, one needs to take precautions to protect the data
in an efficient manner from all possible attacks. This application plays an important role in providing
security for military communications, financial transactions, corporate and political issues. Basically
for this need we have undertaken the task of providing such a secured package, which provides secured
data transmission environment to the user? This all is possible using cryptography. Explaining each
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aspect in detail as follows, beginning with Cryptography. Cryptography is one of the major concerned
areas of computer and data security and a very promising direction in cryptography research is known
as DNA Cryptography.
DNA computational logic can be used in cryptography for encrypting, storing and transmitting the
information, as well as for computation. Although in its primitive stage, DNA cryptography is shown
to be very effective. In this the concept of DNA is being used in the encryption and decryption process.
The theoretical analysis and implementations shows this method to be efficient in computation, storage
and transmission; and it is very powerful against certain attacks. This also proposes a unique cipher
text generation procedure as well as a new key generation procedure. Finally, to demonstrate the
performance of the proposed method, its implementation is explained and the results are analyzed.
In cryptography, cipher text is the result of encryption performed on plaintext using an algorithm,
called a cipher. Cipher text is also known as encrypted or encoded information because it contains a
form of the original plaintext that is unreadable by a human or computer without the proper cipher
to decrypt it. Decryption, the inverse of encryption, is the process of turning cipher text into readable
plaintext. Cipher text is not to be confused with code text because the latter is a result of a code, not a
cipher. Providing computer security in large open networks such as the Internet is one of the frontiers
of computer science today. Yet, providing security is not so simple, and many technical challenges need
to be solved to provide the high assurance.
For providing better security and reliable data transmission, a new method of encryption process is
proposed here. This proposed algorithm consists of two rounds which work on the binary values of the
message or plaintext. In this algorithm, binary values or bits are read from the plaintext. A session key,
a random number and DNA sequence is shared through a secure channel between sender and receiver
prior to communication establishment. The session key bears the information about the key that is
used for encrypting the message.
In actual scenario, DNA cryptography is far away from realization because in current time it can be
performed only in labs using chemical operations. In order to provide better security and reliable data
transmission an effective method of DNA based cryptography is proposed here. In this method the
mixture of mathematical and biological concepts are used to get the encrypted data in the form DNA
sequences. The benefit of this scheme is that it makes difficult to read and guess about data (plain
text).The proposed algorithm has two phases in consequence: these are Primary Cipher text generation
using substitution method followed by Final Cipher text generation using DNA digital coding.
In the Primary Cipher text generation phase, the encryption algorithm uses OTP (one-time-pad)
key generation scheme, since almost one key for one piece of information is sufficient to provide lots of
strength in encoding technique. The proposed method uses randomly generated symmetric key of 8 bits
size by the intended receiver and provided to the sender. Thus the sender will have a partial knowledge
of the private key only and then it generates the rest part of the keys (Private Keys: Levels 1 and 2)
to encode the information. The Byte values are extracted from the input file or message. The further
encryption process works on unsigned byte values of the input file or text called as plain text. These
byte values are replaced by combination of alphabets and special symbols using substitution method.
And then this substitution values are converted into its binary value. In order to embed more security
extra bits are padded at both the ends of the primary cipher text. These extra bits are nothing but
the file size information, which is provided to the receiver through Level 2 key. Thus the secret key, the
information of primer pairs are shared between sender and receiver through the secret channel.
In the DNA digital coding phase, the Final Cipher text is generated from Primary Cipher text using
DNA digital encoding technique. From a computational point of view, we cannot process the DNA
molecules as in form of alphabets, so the DNA sequence encoding is used in this method through which
the binary data is converted into DNA format and it’s vice versa. The four subunits of DNA molecule
called as nucleotide bases: A: adenine; G: Guanine; C: Cytosine and T: Thymine are converted into 2
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bit binary as A: 0(00), T: 1(01), C: 2(10), G: 3(11). Obviously, there are 4! =24 possible coding patterns
by this encoding format. However, according to the Watson-Crick complementarily rule, in double helix
DNA structure, the two DNA strands are held together complementary in terms of sequence, i.e. A to
T and C to G. As per the rules, 3(11) is complement of 0(00) and 2(10) of 1(01). So among 24 patterns,
only 8 kinds of patterns (0123CTAG, 0123CATG, 0123GTAC, 0123GATC, 0123TCGA, 0123TGCA,
0123ACGT AND 0123AGCT) are fit as per complimentary rule of the nucleotide bases. Thus A and T
are corresponds to ’00’ and ’11’respectively and C and G to ’01’ and ’10’ respectively. So substitution
rule is A=00, T=11, C=01 and G=10 as illustrate in Table 1.
Table 1: DNA digital Coding Coding
DNA nucleotide
A
C
G
T

Decimal
0
1
2
3

Binary
00
01
10
11

The round 1 key for encryption is computed based on the response of a random number generator
and the information about the key is send to the receiving side through a private channel [4]. Sender
will use a random number generator to generate a random number, and then this number along with
the shared secret key will go through a function that will produce round 1 encryption key (KE). The
same function will generate the session key as the information of the key that is being used. Then each
8-bit block of plaintext will go through the round 1 encryption by round 1 encryption key (KE) using
cipher block chaining methods. The output of one block will be used as the key for the next block.
In encryption round 2, sender will select a DNA sequence randomly from publicly available DNA
sequences [1, 2]. This DNA sequence is one of the key of encryption round 2. Receiving side must have
the information about the used DNA sequence. Then this selected DNA sequence will be converted into
binary string using binary coding scheme. This binary string is then segmented into k-bit (Rn-random
number) blocks. Each block of the intermediate cipher text is to be inserted before the each block
of the DNA sequence. When the length of DNA sequence is less than the length of the intermediate
cipher text, the DNA sequence will be repeated. And when the case is reversed then the extra bit
from the DNA sequence will be removed after that concatenate all blocks and then convert into a faked
DNA sequence also called as human made DNA sequence using binary coding scheme of DNA. This
final cipher text has extra information including starting and ending primers that is not linked up with
the original message. Keywords:-security, encryption, decryption, key generation, cipher text, DNA
cryptography.

5

Work Plan Methodology

For providing better security and reliable data transmission, a new method of encryption process is
proposed here. This proposed algorithm consists of two rounds which work on the binary values of the
message or plaintext. In this algorithm, binary values or bits are read from the plaintext. A session key,
a random number and DNA sequence is shared through a secure channel between sender and receiver
prior to communication establishment. The session key bears the information about the key that is
used for encrypting the message.
The round 1 key for encryption is computed based on the response of a random number generator
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and the information about the key is send to the receiving side through a private channel [4]. Sender
will use a random number generator to generate a random number, and then this number along with
the shared secret key will go through a function that will produce round 1 encryption key (KE). The
same function will generate the session key as the information of the key that is being used. Then each
8-bit block of plaintext will go through the round 1 encryption by round 1 encryption key (KE) using
cipher block chaining methods. The output of one block will be used as the key for the next block.
In encryption round 2, sender will select a DNA sequence randomly from publicly available DNA
sequences [1, 2]. This DNA sequence is one of the key of encryption round 2. Receiving side must have
the information about the used DNA sequence.
Then this selected DNA sequence will be converted into binary string using binary coding scheme.
This binary string is then segmented into k-bit (Rn-random number) blocks. Each block of the intermediate cipher text is to be inserted before the each block of the DNA sequence. When the length of DNA
sequence is less than the length of the intermediate cipher text, the DNA sequence will be repeated.
And when the case is reversed then the extra bit from the DNA sequence will be removed after that
concatenate all blocks and then convert into a faked DNA sequence also called as human made DNA
sequence using binary coding scheme of DNA. This final cipher text has extra information including
starting and ending primers that is not linked up with the original message.

5.1

Phase I

For providing better security and reliable data transmission, a new method of encryption process is
proposed here. This proposed algorithm consists of two rounds which work on the binary values of the
message or plaintext. In this algorithm, binary values or bits are read from the plaintext. A session key,
a random number and DNA sequence is shared through a secure channel between sender and receiver
prior to communication establishment. The session key bears the information about the key that is
used for encrypting the message.
The round 1 key for encryption is computed based on the response of a random number generator
and the information about the key is send to the receiving side through a private channel [4]. Sender
will use a random number generator to generate a random number, and then this number along with
the shared secret key will go through a function that will produce round 1 encryption key (KE).
Steps for Encryption (Round 1)
Step 1: Conversion from Plain text to binary bits 1. Read Binary bits from Plaintext and divide
into 8 bit blocks.
Step 2: Generate a Common secrete Key (SK)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Define a common secret key (SK) (by using Random Generator);
Select DNA Sequence;
Complementary Rules;
DNA Binary coding Rules;
All are shared between sender and receiver prior to communication (16-bit).

Step 3: Compute Session Key (KS).
Compute Session Key based Secret Key (PK) and a Random Number (Rn).
Step 4: Compute Encryption Key for Encryption (KE).
Compute Session Key based on secret key and Random Number(Rn).
]Step 5:] Compute 1st Level Cipher Text.
Generate: Level 1 cipher Text by Performing XOR Operation on Step 1 and Step 2.
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Steps for Encryption (Round 2)
Step 1: Select DNA sequence (S).
1) Code S into a binary sequence by using the binary coding scheme.
2) Divide S into segments whereby each segment contains k bits. (Select k randomly).
Step 2: Divide the First level cipher text into k bits (FCT) block.
Step 3: Encrypt the DNA Sequence.
1)
2)
3)
4)

5.2

Insert bits from (FCT), once at a time, into the beginning of segments of S.
Concatenating the above segments.
Use the binary code scheme to convert the above segments into faked DNA sequences.
Add extra information.

Phase II: Procedure for Sharing Key

Round 1 Session Key Generation and Sharing.
A common secret key (PK) is shared between sender and receiver prior to communication (16-bit).
Sending End Computations:
Step 1: Sender will use a random number generator and select one random number which is of
16-bit (Rn).
Step 2: Divide the random number ’Rn’ into 2 parts each of having 8-bit (RnL and RnR).
Step 3: Divide the shared secret key into 2 parts as PKL and PKR. Both of these are of 8-bit.
Step 4: Now PKL will get XOR with RnR and PKR will get XOR with RnL.
RL =

P KL ⊕ RnR

RR

P KR ⊕ RnL.

=

Step 5: Both of the results will be further sub-divided into 2 parts namely RL1, RL2 and RR1,
RR2 having 4-bit each.
Step 6: Make 4 bit EX-OR Operation between RL1 and RL2 and between RL2 and RL1.
T1

= RL1 ⊕ RR2

T2

= RL2 ⊕ RR1.

Step 7: Concatenate these 4-bit results, T1 and T2, which will give Encryption key of 8-bit for
round 1.
KE = K1 = concate(T 1, T 2).
Step 8: Session key computation for round1. Compute, tmp = P K ⊕ Rn.
Step 9: Divide ’tmp’ by 16 and convert the remainder into its equivalent hex form and keep it
in ’KS1’ Divide the result once again by 16 keeping hex form of the remainder in ’KS2’.Do
until the result is less than 16 (KS3, KS4, ... KSn).
Step 10: Make together all the ’KSs’ in order to get the round 1 session key KS.
Step 11: Send ’KS’ as round 1 session key through a secure channel along with round 2’s session
key.
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Phase III: Session Key Computation
tmp

=

P K ⊕ Rn = 49429 ⊕ 6255 = 55674.

KS1

=

55674%16 = 10 = A(hexf orm).

tmp

=

55674/16 = 3479.

KS2

=

3479%16 = 7 = 7(hexf orm).

tmp

=

3479/16 = 217.

KS3

=

217%16 = 9 = 9(hexf orm).

tmp

=

217/16 = 13.

KS4

=

13 = D(hexf orm).

Session key, KS = A79D.
Receiving End Computations: Input: Shared secret key ’PK’ and session key ’KS’.
Step 1: Separate all the digits of ’KS’ and convert these into their equivalent decimal form, e.g.
KS = A79D (say), KS1=10, KS2=7, KS3=9, KS4=13.
Step 2: Computation of decryption key as follows:
tmp

=

KSn;

tmp

=

(tmp × 16) + KSn − 1

continue upto KS1. Random number, Rn = tmp ⊕ P K, e.g.
tmp1

=

(13 × 16) + 9 = 217;

tmp2

=

(217 × 16) + 7 = 3479;

tmp

= tmp3 = (3479 × 16) + 10 = 55674;

Rn =

(49429 ⊕ 55674) = 6255.

Step 3: Divide the random number ’Rn’ into 2 parts each of having 8-bit (RnL and RnR) and
divide the shared secret key into 2 parts as PKL and PKR. Both of these are of 8-bit.
Step 4: Now PKL will get XOR with RnR and PKR will get XOR with RnL.
RL = P KL ⊕ RnR
RR

= P KR ⊕ RnL

RL =

193 ⊕ 111 = 174;

RR

21 ⊕ 24 = 13.

=

Step 5: Both of the results will be further sub-divided into 2 parts namely RL1, RL2 and RR1,
RR2 having 4-bit each.
Step 6: Make 4-bit EX-OR operation between RL1 and RR2 and between RL2 and RR1.
T1

= RL1 ⊕ RR2;

T2

= RL2 ⊕ RR1;

T1

=

10 ⊕ 13 = 7;

T2

=

14 ⊕ 0 = 14.
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Step 7: Concatenate these 4-bit results, T1 and T2, which will give Decryption key of 8-bit
for round 1. K1 = concate(T 1, T 2). Decryption key, KD = K1 = concate(0111, 1110) =
01111110 = 126.
Key Sharing for Round 2
Generate a number randomly that will be used as round 2 key for the second round of encryption
process. This key will give the size of extra bit that is to be added with the cipher text, to
make the cipher text more complicated to the intruders. Select a DNA sequence randomly from
publicly available DNA sequences [1]. The round key 2 and the selected DNA sequence are to be
sent at the receiver end prior to communication. In encryption round 2, sender will select a DNA
sequence randomly from publicly available DNA sequences [1, 2]. This DNA sequence is one of
the key of encryption round 2. Receiving side must have the information about the used DNA
sequence.

5.4

Expected Output and Outcome of the Proposal

1) Time complexity of encryption and decryption process is to be reduced. The time required for
encryption and encryption process is trying to be reduced considerably.
2) Security of data transmission is increased with better encryption and decryption process applied
for critical services like defense and external affairs.
3) The authorization of receiving end is to be improved extensively.
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